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Abstract—The existence of government’s limitation in implementing the development programs makes the need for community involvement as beneficiaries and practitioners of the development in the culture of democracy. This study aimed to describe the contribution of youth in supporting the sustainable development. The study was conducted by using qualitative approach with case study method. The results showed that youth pioneering strength-based collaborative community became the major force in achieving the targets and the goals of sustainable development. Community became incubators in developing and internalizing the values of volunteerism, creativity, and innovation of youth in democratic governance management based on sustainable triangle, namely the balance of economic, social and environmental development.
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I. INTRODUCTION

History records that the progress of countries in various parts of the world cannot be separated from the contribution of youth as a major milestone in the struggle of the nation. The reality also occurs in Indonesia, where the collective spirit of the youth who become members of youth organizations is a major force pushing Indonesia into an independent, sovereign and state equal with other nations around the world. The birth of modern organization Budi Utomo in 1908 showed the evidence that the national movement was started from the thoughts of Indonesian young intellectuals [1], [2], [3]. Youths at that time were a group of dreamers who wanted a "new life". The dream that finally gave birth to the awareness of the meaning, nature and identity of the youth as actors of changes which was in sociological point of view had shown a strong tendency to establish ties of solidarity [4]. Such youth pioneering spirits, ideally not only required before and at the time of independence, but are also required to fill out and to run the post-independence development with all the complexity of the problems.

This study is based on at least four ways. First, the government as the executor of development has its limitations, both in terms of human resources, budgeting, etc. Therefore government needs support from various parties. Second, in general the implementation of development in Indonesia has not optimally increased the involvement of the community to participate actively. Third, the existence of denial on public participation makes the growing public awareness to create pseudo democracy into essential democracy both procedurally and substantially. Fourth, the implementation of development in Bandung city seen from the sustainable triangle, has not reached equilibrium, where the environmental aspect is still far behind from economic and social aspects. Such reality shows lack of awareness of each elements of the community towards environmental sustainability in development [5].

Seen from sustainable triangle, the implementation of development has not reached equilibrium. The government showed good performance in the field of economic and social, but environmental protection is getting left far behind [6]. Seeing the results, the government together with the community should carry out and support all the implemented sustainable development programs fully. The development praxis should be based on the principle of sustainability which is conducted to meet the demands of today’s life without forgetting the demands and the needs of future generations by integrating economic, social and environmental development in harmony and balance [7]. The logic is that the economic and social well-being cannot be improved by the actions that destroy the environment. These three dimensions are interrelated and become the driving force pillars for sustainable development [8].

A characteristic of these conferences is their focus on active engagement and student empowerment; delegates receive training in campus sustainability (e.g. how to conduct a campus sustainability audit or a greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) assessment) and environmental activism (e.g. non-violence workshop). Apart from the inspiration generated by a large coming together of "like minds", the SYC Sustainable Campuses conferences are appealing in that they demonstrate sustainability and social justice in action: every effort is made to minimize the ecological footprint of the meeting, for instance, by offsetting GHG and serving local, certified organic, and certified fair trade food; by reducing attendees’ costs by billeting visiting students with local students; and by subsidizing, where possible, travel costs for long-distance delegates, with corporate and government donations being scrutinized through a very strict SYC sponsorship policy [9].

The causes of its not maximal of sustainable development praxis are caused by several things. First, the government’s political commitment has not fully understood the pattern of sustainable development [10]. Second, some local leaders have not been able to implement sustainable development in accordance with National Medium Term Development Plan (NMTDP) which is seen from the many activities of environmental destruction, merely to boost their regional economic income [11]. Third, current Indonesia's economy still...
relies on the natural resources sector, where the exploitation of natural resources are too extractive, as though this sector is natural resources that will not be exhaust [12]. Fourth, the lack of public awareness on the maintenance and preservation of environment [13].

Seeing some of the above problems, youth pioneering becomes one of the important factors that must be built to support the implementation of sustainable development. Environmental conservation programs can run optimally if it is supported by bottom-up approach in the form of social movements [14]. Youths with all their potential and fresh blood coursing through their veins are the main force that make fiery and immediately want to realize their ideas in the context of real life.

II. METHOD

This research on building youth pioneering in supporting sustainable development used qualitative approach with case study method. Location of the study was spread in four points, including: Bandung Creative City Forum Office, Dago Corner Creative Village, Cicadas Acoustic Village, and Babakan Siliwangi Area with research subjects consisted of the officers, members and participant of Bandung Creative City Forum community. The techniques of collecting data were interviews, observation and documentation study. The data were analysed using Milles and Huberman model, including: data reduction, data display and verification [15]. To increase the degree of trust on the research data, triangulation based on the data collection techniques and triangulation based on data sources were used.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Building Youth Pioneering through Community

Bandung Creative City Forum (BCCF) as a gathering place for the youth of Bandung consists of various communities coming from different backgrounds, either business, social, environment, music, and other hobbies community. The differences in every communities of BCCF are rated as a force draining positive energy if it can be put together, can be empowered and can be driven along together. Variety of communities with the different flat form is then assembled with one vision that is to perform a variety of creative activities for the betterment of Bandung city. To create synergy, collaboration, and youth pioneering in supporting the development efforts, BCCF puts “rabuan” and design thinking as core activity and is the basis for community movement.

First, rabuan. This activity is a routine activity held by BCCF every Wednesday in order to capture and to share information on the development of creative activity undertaken by communities joined in BCCF. This program is a form of the existence of communication, coordination and transfer of information among communities. Discussions in rabuan activity produce some positive things, such as: the increasing of members’ understanding and knowledge about the role and position of the community in encouraging the advancement of society, the growing of power and creative thinking in entrepreneurship, stimulating members to always do creative activities, and other positive values. Through this activity, there is a shift in the thinking from working into creating jobs, from freedom lovers into independence filler, from development connoisseurs into development practitioners, and so on. This activity is a positive trend which is currently developing in which people in various world enter a major transformation in the economy, namely creative economy [16].

Second, design thinking. This activity is an event that brings together the activists of different scientific backgrounds to resolve a same problem. The results of design thinking is expected to not only produce concept that will disappear after the implementation of the activities, but also the follow up actions of the ideas born in the discourse, namely how to speed up the development of the city by completing all the complexities involved. Design thinking is regarded as a scheme or a workable methodology in solving various problems through the use of thought and potential of youths which in praxis is divided into several steps, namely: formulation of the problem, problem identification, discussion and exchange of opinions on a variety of problem solving ideas, until finally find a conclusion. One of the topics raised in the design thinking is "urban mobility" which aims to form habits, attitudes and character, as well as preparedness to become citizens of the city. Design thinking focuses on the activity of perception, the possibility, and practices that ultimately resulted in an innovation for solving problems that becomes the focus of the study [17]. Through this design thinking, born a prototype of alternatives that can be used to solve the problems. This activity can encourage the emergence of an effective habits in a person that is the meeting point among knowledge, skills and desire [18].

Rabuan and design thinking activities are driven by an understanding that "Hidup adalah Udanan” (life is collaboration) which eventually lead to three major elements as BCCF missions, namely connection, collaboration, and commerce. This jargon becomes the substance of a value of solidarity in social movements built by the community to perform activities together. The principle which is in harmony with the ideology of Indonesia (the third and the fourth principle of Pancasila) becomes basic strength of the organization that has implications for the passage of non-governmental concept ideally. Youth and adults are challenged to bring their own perspectives, experiences, and networks into the partnership. By doing so, they can potentially promote community change by stimulating critical discourse, skill development, participatory inquiry, and collective action [19], [20], [21].

B. City Acupuncture as Sustainable Development Strategy

Real action of Bandung Creative City Forum (BCCF) community in supporting sustainable development can be seen on the city acupuncture strategy applied to help the government in resolving the sustainable development program. The strategy derived from the alternative medicine concept is a method of searching for points of central issues. In the perspective of sustainable triangle [22], at least the central problem of Bandung city lies in three aspects, namely the economic community that has not been prosperous overall, social life that often creates turmoil, as well as the lack of attention to the...
асpects of the environment maintenance in implementing the development programs [23].

At least there are three programs as a form of social movement that is initiated by BCCF through acupuncture method. First, TUNZA International Children and Youth Conference on the Environment activity in collaboration with United Nations Environment Programmer (UNEP) and the Ministry of Environment (MOE) of Indonesia with the theme “Babakan Siliwangi World City Forest” which contains forest walk, forest art and dance, the inauguration of Babakan Siliwangi as the world’s urban forest, review of Babakan Siliwangi bridge, and tree planting. This activity is in response to the lack of attention to environmental aspects (Babakan Siliwangi) in the implementation of the development dominated by economic development [23].

Second, creative village formation as an effort to solve the problems of poverty, social inequality, and the decrease of pride to the village occurred in Bandung city. Through these activities, it is expected that the villages become a model and a true example of a social movement to create economic and social independence of the people, as seen in Dago Corner Creative Village and Cicadas Acoustic Village. Dago Corner Creative Village with the characteristics of small street, dense, houses cheek by jowl, limited drains, and unemployment was later developed into a tourist village as a centre of culture and economic development. The alleys in Dago Corner Village are decorated with murals as public art [24]. Seedy alley wall that doubles as a wall painting eventually attracts tourists to come. The number of tourists coming to Dago Corner Creative Village, also implicates reducing the number of unemployment there. People who do not work can earn a fortune by selling trinkets typical of Bandung city, food, and others that contribute to increasing people's incomes. In addition, BCCF activists also provide training services to citizens, such as batik course, recycling waste, urban farming, and so forth so that adds the people’s skills. Cicadas Acoustic Village known as densely populated, narrow alleys, income derived by some people by singing, as well as many social cohesion that sparked the presence of criminal actions encourage BCCF to form a creative community by gathering street singers for later facilitated to spawn numerous songs that are worth selling, and can be enjoyed by the public [25].

Third, initiating “Street Urban Farming” activities organized by BCCF in collaboration with Bandung Gardening community, Taman Sari residents, United Nations Environment Programmer (UNEP), and the Ministry of Environment invites people around Taman Sari to perform collective gardening and tree planting. Urban farming followed systematically by Bandung Gardening Community at various points in the city has an impact on education, economic, social, and ecology for the community. In addition, urban farming can also serves as a vehicle for internalizing the values of civility in the field of the environment through citizens’ intellectual and skills development in environmental governance activities independently [25].

C. Youth Pioneering in Sustainable Development

Youth pioneering becomes one of the aspects that should be developed in supporting the success of sustainable development. That is because the youths have at least seven positive characteristics inherent in, among others; team spirit, creativity, innovative, opened, likes a challenge, strong-willed, and never-surrender. Besides that the purity of idealism, courage in absorbing the values and new ideas, the spirit of dedication and their desire to show the independent attitudes and personalities that make the role of the youth very strategic for being the development actors [26].

Youth pioneer label is closely related to the position of youth as agent of change that is capable of running the power and potential in themselves for the welfare of the nation and the state [27]. The importance of increasing the involvement of youth in the development process, because young people do not just become a connoisseur of independence, but rather participate actively in the independence activities [28]. State relies on great hopes on the shoulders of the youth to make a change, not only to enjoy independence but also as successor, the charger once the guard of independence. It is said as the guards of independence, because we realize it or not, we are now occupied. Not through confrontation and take up arms, but rather through cultural colonization, advances in science and technology and other things that lull young people with everything that is instant and pragmatic. Building youth pioneering and involvement in the development is a strategic move considering the youth is a segment that has great energy and high innovation power, which if excluded would likely have implications for the birth of the social problems that are not desirable.

The development of youth pioneering through the community in the study of civic education is known as the concept of site citizenship, that is a vehicle for self-actualization of citizens in public life [29]. The existence of BCCF community strongly supports the implementation of sustainable development programs launched by the Bandung City government which concentrates on nine issues of strategic development, among others; environment, infrastructure, the development of information and communication technology; community empowerment and family resilience; poverty, social problems and unemployment; education and culture; health; reformation of the bureaucracy and governance; and business, tourism and creative economy climate [30].

We live with growing awareness of the complexity of sustainability and the challenges presented by our present patterns of life. Although ecological and humanitarian problems persist, opportunities for creative response continually emerge in line with our increasing understanding of these dynamics. Since, the 2002 Johannesburg Summit, the special role of our education systems in facilitating, envisioning, and leading change towards sustainability has been the focus of renewed attention. Higher Education (HE) in particular prides itself on being at the vanguard of vision and wisdom, and its core values point to its potential leadership role across societies. This special issue has been compiled with this role in mind and presents a series of cases and perspectives from the Asia-Pacific region, to showcase new efforts to
accelerate innovation for sustainability in HE. It is clear that to date, examples of sustainability initiatives from Australia and New Zealand have been most widely published, but developments in other parts of the region have received less consideration [31].

The mission of sustainable development that balances economic, social, and environment will shift development paradigm that still adhere The Stage of Economic Growth theory which has been used for 20 years as development framework and nearly tied in the pattern of dependence [32]. The mission of sustainable development in Bandung city is expressed in 10 dreams of the future of Bandung, among others; designing city park as comfortable as family room, reversing traffic for the convenience of the residents, providing modern public buildings, applying art on the element of the city, providing creative corner and development center buildings, motivating the walking activities for the warmth of social interaction, celebrating togetherness with the diversity of the festivals, returning Cikapundung river to its nature, reorganizing the city faces from chaotic billboards, facilitating environment with green policy [33].

Sustainability is not a contemporary phenomenon, but the solutions undertaken on the most successful Canadian Campuses have taken an innovative turn. Sustainable ways of life have been embedded within and across many cultures throughout history especially through North American Indigenous ways of knowing [34]. Youth pioneering in supporting sustainable development is a voluntary movement of citizens (civic voluntarism movement) because it shows a number of characteristics and pro social behavior, namely; sharing, cooperating, helping, donating, and honesty [35]. Voluntarism movement is characterized by the emergence of caring attitude and sense of willing to do something, finding out what is going on, as well as their desire to change the environment into the better one [36]. The movement emerges when someone looks at the environmental conditions that are not in accordance with the ideals or principles of fairness, namely the development process disregarding the aspects of sustainability.

In a world of increasing internationalization, individual nations are increasingly extending and inter-penetrating their environmental impacts and ecological footprints. Thus, the “new age” of sustainability demands a matching internationalization of environmental management and stewardship. Consequently, there is a need for people trained to work in an international setting, with a sound understanding of sustainability issues and the mechanisms for tackling them; or in a local setting with an international perspective [37]. The United Nations’ Decade on Education for Sustainable Development or DESD (2005-2014) encompassed action themes, including overcoming poverty, achieving gender equality, health promotion, environmental protection, rural development, cultural diversity, peace and human security, and sustainable urbanization [38]. Education for Sustainable Development as “an approach to teaching and learning based on the ideals and principles that underlie sustainability” including with key issues [39].

Voluntarism as a manifestation of youth pioneering is the root of democracy because it focuses on the active participation of the citizens in encouraging the implementation of the development [40]. It is said so because conceptually, the principles and the objectives, the principles of sustainable development are very relevant to a number of principles in democracy, namely; equity and justice, integrative approach, long-term perspective, ecological sustainability, economic sustainability, social and cultural sustainability, political sustainability, as well as defence and security sustainability. The growing of public awareness on the concept and practice of democracy, the process of democratization in Indonesia shifts from pseudo democracy into essentials substantive democracy [41]. Relationships and social transactions among young people and adults in community settings have become a focus of research and practice [42], [43], [44]. Within the context of youth civic development, youth adult-partnership (Y-AP) has become a phenomenon of particular interest. Conceptualized as both a developmental process and as a community practice, Y-AP involves citizens across generations working together to address common concerns. Grounded in the frame of “free spaces” [45].

IV. CONCLUSION

Youth pioneering awakened through integration, collaboration and creative synergy among communities in Bandung city contributes in supporting the achievement of the concept and practice of sustainable development. The youth volunteerism to share with others makes the efforts to improve the quality of people’s life in the social and economic aspects can systematically evolve in harmony with environmental preservation. The synergy between the government and the public that shows the nuances of mysticism as implied in ideology of Pancasila has contributed to the creation of substantive democracy that emphasizes on the active involvement of the community in charging and running the development.
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